
WINGS (LINESMAN AND LINE JUDGE - 5-MAN CREW) 

 
1.  Pre-game: 

 Linesman, check line-to-gain crew as early as possible.  

 Make sure each official has a down indicator. 

Both Wings and Back Judge review sideline coverage and other shared 

responsibilities for passing plays and kicks. 

 Review "initial coverage" responsibilities. 

Review counting players for which you are responsible.  

 Review hand signals and counting offensive linemen. 

 Review motion and illegal formations and shifts. 

 Review eligibles covered up. 

 
2. Field inspection: 

Cover your sidelines and end zone areas.  Look for problems in team box areas.  Be 

sure field yard-line markers are at least 5 yards from sidelines. 

Linesman, check with and instruct your line-to-gain crew and check chains.  Does 

chain have middle marked? 

Be sure ball persons are instructed.  No one is to be on the field. 

 
3.  Coin Toss: 

Line Judge, have a ball from your team before you go to hash with captains. 

Line Judge, it is a good idea, when you get captains, to have them review for you 

what they want to do in regards to the coin toss.  

Linesman, be sure you get your chain crew moved toward end of field of receivers 

prior to the kickoff. 

Meet with other officials after captains have been released to get coin toss 

information. 

 
4. Kickoff: 

Back Judge, you are administering the kickoff, be sure to inform the kicker to be 

responsible for the kicking tee after the down ends.  Otherwise you get it off. 

Line Judge, you can ensure the receiving team does not line up beyond their 

restraining line.  If the line is other than the 50, be sure to go out and tell them where 

they are to be.  Count K and do not leave if they have too many out there.  Tell them 

to count their players.  

Line Judge, be sure your sideline is clear before you give the ready and have your 

bean bag in hand if you suspect a short free kick. 

Back Judge, after instructing the kicker and counting K, retreat to your sideline and 

be sure the coaches' box is clear, then give your ready.  If you suspect there will be a 

short free kick, have your bean bag in hand. 

Back Judge and Line Judge - cover your sidelines and be alert for out-of-bounds kicks 

away from you.  You may have to help line up the spot if the kick goes out in flight.  

Look for help if it goes out on your side, short.  If not touched by R, flag the spot, get 

to it and continue to officiate.  Be sure to stop the clock before you get to the spot. 

Wind the clock when the ball is touched by R or touched by K beyond R's restraining 

line.  K may not catch the kick without foul. 

Take responsibility for officiating the runner for any short kicks in your area.  If the 

kick is away or deep, move deliberately down field and into the field to cover stuff 

away from the runner, but be alert for reversals.  You have your sideline to K's goal. 



When covering the runback. "L-off" the dead ball spot, stop the clock and continue to 

officiate the dead ball interval.   

Linesman, if you have the spot,  wait until another official relieves you before going to 

set the sticks. 

 Be prepared to exchange balls. 

 
5.   Scrimmage plays: 

Start wide, even on the sideline.  You can always come in when the ball is dead or to 

mop up on plays away from you.  Wider is better ! 

 Know number of the down. 

Make sure your offensive lineup is clean.  Talk to them early to eliminate this as a 

problem during the game.  Count players on team for which you have responsibility. 

 Know your eligible receivers. 

 Check offensive formation. 

Read your keys. Look into your tackle -- offensive line aggressively blocking or pass 

blocking, react to play type. 

If a lineman on your side pulls and comes toward you do not lose him – be aware of 

his blocks. 

If pass, watch your eligibles until they are no longer potential problems.  Drift 

downfield (about 5 yards is OK) in a deliberate fashion until pass is released.   

If the pass is deep on your sideline, look for receiver being inbounds but be aware of 

catch, you and the BJ have coordinated how you will handle these.  “Feet first and then 

ball.” 

If you read pass and QB gets in trouble, stop and come back to neutral zone. 

If pass is short, and in the middle, look to your Umpire for help. 

You should always be in position to rule on catches made by hooking receivers, the 

BJ will take stuff when the receiver has his back to you. 

If a run develops, watch for action in front of the runner and to his outside. 

 Move parallel with the run and "L-off" forward progress spot. 

Do not move in immediately, but let action die down.  Unless the spot is close to the 

front stick or the goal line, there is little need for you to come all the way in to the 

spot. 

Line Judge, you will always know where front stick is, so do not let anyone move the 

ball if the front stick is close.  If the front stick has obviously been passed, stop the 

clock when the ball is dead.   

Both Wings - when marking the spot, do it with both feet together so the feet split the 

ball.  Do not look down at your feet!  Look up and continue to officiate the dead ball 

interval. 

If the ball is dead in your side zone, and action has died down, help retrieve the ball 

if it is on, or close to the dead ball line.  If you cannot retrieve the ball, keep the spot 

and have a crew mate assist in ball retrieval. Assist Back Judge in getting balls off the 

field. 

For runs going out-of-bounds, stop the clock, get to the spot and hold it and continue 

to officiate.  Do not drop your bean bag unless there is an emergency.  Your Referee 

and Back Judge are coming to assist you. 

Be sure to work with your coaches throughout the game to keep the sidelines clear.  

If you have to use the sideline warning, be sure you tell your Referee. 

 

 

 



 
6. Scrimmage Kicks: 

 EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED! 

If a try or field goal attempt, Wing holder is facing go behind your upright and be 

prepared to move along the end line if the kick attempt breaks down.  If long field 

goal attempt and you are back, move up to goal line if necessary. 

If a punt, LJ move deliberately down field at the snap. You have your 1/3.  

 LJ, you need to be aware of momentum rule to assist BJ. 

 Linesman, you will not leave until the kick has crossed the line.  

Move downfield deliberately, know if a signal has been given, watch  for blocking 

fouls on returns toward the middle or your side.  

 You have your sideline all the way to the goal. 

 Bean bag first touching. 

If kick is blocked and is not a try, stop and officiate as any other scrimmage play. 

Linesman, you can step into the backfield and assist with recoveries and other junk. 

Cover runbacks to your side and mop up on runbacks away from you.  When ball is 

dead continue to officiate.  Don't be in too big of a hurry to get a new ball in.  Do be 

ready to relay ball exchange/s. 

Cover flags or help with spots after play is dead.  Be sure Referee knows results of 

play. 

Linesman, be sure chain crew doesn't move or down marker gets changed until so 

instructed by you. 

 
7. Penalties: 

 Cover flags or spot. 

 Relay foul to your sideline. 

 Linesman go to succeeding spot. 

 Line Judge, hold line of enforcement spot. 

 Check to insure proper enforcement 

 Alert R and U if inside the 30. 

Be aware of clock status for previous play if dead ball foul or injury time-out taken. 

Find out what is going on if you do not know.  The crew will not go off and leave you. 

 
8. Measurements: 

 Linesman, have chains move only on your command. 

Line Judge, spot clip on yard-line perpendicular to dead ball yard-line. 

Line Judge continue to officiate this dead ball interval while performing this task. 

 Line Judge, know status of clock and remind the Referee. 

 
9. Time-outs: 

 Be with your team huddle when inside numbers, or nearby.   

Always know how many time-outs each team has, the down, distance and time 

remaining in period. 

Watch for 45 second signal from Back Judge.  Inform teams when signaled by BJ, then 

get ready for next play. 

If an official’s time-out, know what kind of conference is permitted. 

  

 

 

 



 
10.   Between Periods: 

 Mark your cards; down, distance, whose ball. 

Linesman move your crew, the Back Judge will take care of your team. 

Line Judge, be near your team so they can be appropriately warned when time 

expires. 

 
11. General: 

Hold out-of-bounds spots (be sure you have stopped the clock before you got there). 

 Keep your sideline policed. 

 Know down and distance.  

 Keep your sideline well informed. 

 Hustle but do not hurry. 

 Get good forward progress spots. 

 Mirror one-another when possible, use cross-field mechanics. 

 Talk to players who are having problems. 
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